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APPENDIX
1. from csv import reader
2. from math import sqrt
3. from math import exp
4. from math import pi
5. from Tkinter import *
6.
7. # import main
8.
9. # Load a CSV file
10. def load_csv(filename):
11. dataset = list()
12. with open(filename, 'r') as file:
13. csv_reader = reader(file)
14. for row in csv_reader:





20. # Convert string column to float
21. def str_column_to_float(dataset, column):
22. for row in dataset:
23. row[column] = float(row[column].strip())
24.
25. # Convert string column to integer
26. def str_column_to_int(dataset, column):
27. class_values = [row[column] for row in dataset]
28. # print("cv ",class_values)
29. unique = set(class_values)
30. # print("unik ",unique)
31. lookup = dict()
32.
33. for i, value in enumerate(unique):
34. lookup[value] = i
35. # print("lukap ",lookup)
36. print('[%s] => %d' % (value, i))
37. for row in dataset:
38. row[column] = lookup[row[column]]
39. # print("ke ",lookup)
40. # print("ead  ",dataset)
41. return lookup
42.
43. # Split the dataset by class values, returns a dictionary
44. def separate_by_class(dataset):
45. separated = dict()
46. for i in range(len(dataset)):
47. vector = dataset[i]
48. # print("ea ",vector)
49. class_value = vector[-1]
50. # print("ae ",class_value)
51. if (class_value not in separated):
A
52. separated[class_value] = list()
53. separated[class_value].append(vector)
54. # print("se", separated)
55. return separated
56.
57. # Calculate the mean of a list of numbers
58. def mean(numbers):
59. a = sum(numbers)/float(len(numbers))
60. return a
61.
62. # Calculate the standard deviation of a list of numbers
63. def stdev(numbers):
64. avg = mean(numbers)
65. print("Mean ", mean(numbers))
66. variance  =  sum([(x-avg)**2  for  x  in  numbers])  /
float(len(numbers)-1)
67. # print("cobaa ",x)
68. # print("Variance ",variance)
69. b = sqrt(variance)
70. print("Standard Deviation ",b)
71. return b
72.
73. # Calculate the mean, stdev and count for each column in a
dataset
74. def summarize_dataset(dataset):
75. summaries  =  [(mean(column),  stdev(column),
len(column)) for column in zip(*dataset)]
76. del(summaries[-1])
77. # print("sum ", summaries)
78. return summaries
79.
80. # Split dataset by class then calculate statistics for each
row
81. def summarize_by_class(dataset):
82. separated = separate_by_class(dataset)
83. summaries = dict()
84. for class_value, rows in separated.items():
85. summaries[class_value] = summarize_dataset(rows)
86. d = summaries
87. # print('summ ',d)
88. return d
89.
90. # Calculate the Gaussian probability distribution function
for x
91. def calculate_probability(x, mean, stdev):
92. exponent = exp(-((x-mean)**2 / (2 * stdev**2 )))
93. c = (1 / (sqrt(2 * pi) * stdev)) * exponent
94. print("GausProb : ",c)
95. return c
96.
97. # Calculate the probabilities of predicting each class for a
given row
98. def calculate_class_probabilities(summaries, row):
B
99. total_rows = sum([summaries[label][0][2] for label in
summaries])
100. print("totalrows ",total_rows)
101. probabilities = dict()
102. for class_value, class_summaries in summaries.items():
103. probabilities[class_value]  =
summaries[class_value][0][2]/float(total_rows)
104. for i in range(len(class_summaries)):
105. mean, stdev, _ = class_summaries[i]
106. probabilities[class_value]  *=
calculate_probability(row[i], mean, stdev)
107. print("Probabilities : ",probabilities)
108. return probabilities
109.
110. # Predict the class for a given row
111. def predict(summaries, row):
112. probabilities  =
calculate_class_probabilities(summaries, row)
113. best_label, best_prob = None, -1
114. for class_value, probability in probabilities.items():
115. if  best_label  is  None  or  probability  >
best_prob:
116. best_prob = probability






123. if label == 0:
124. label = "Approved"
125. elif label == 1:




130. filename = file.get()
131. dataset = load_csv(filename)
132. # print("dataset ",dataset)
133. print("filename: ",filename)
134. for i in range(len(dataset[0])-1):
135. str_column_to_float(dataset, i)
136. # convert class column to integers
137. str_column_to_int(dataset, len(dataset[0])-1)
138. # fit model
139. model = summarize_by_class(dataset)
140. # print("Summary : ", model)
141. # define a new record
142. # row = [2,15000000,2500000,12,2.5,3]
143.
144. a = 0
145. b = 0
146. if str(gender.get()) == "L":
147. a = 1
C
148. elif str(gender.get()) == "P":
149. a = 2
150.
151. if str(guarantee.get()) == "K":
152. b = 3
153. elif str(guarantee.get()) == "NK":
154. b = 4
155.
156. row  =
[a,int(submission.get()),int(salary.get()),int(period.get()),fl
oat(interest.get()),b]
157. # predict the label
158. label = predict(model, row)
159. print("label ",label)
160. coba = calculate_class_probabilities(model, row)
161. print("asd ",coba)
162. key, val = coba.items()[0]
163. key2, val2 = coba.items()[1]
164. # printing result
165. print("The 1st key of dictionary is : " + str(key))
166. print("The 1st value of dictionary is : " + str(val))
167. print("The 2st key of dictionary is : " + str(key2))
168. print("The 2st value of dictionary is : " + str(val2))
169. print('Data Testing=%s, Predicted: %s, Label: %s' %
(row, final(label), label))
170.








179. pred.delete(0, END) # delete whatever's there already
180. pred.insert(0, str(final(label)))
181. pred.update()  #  make  sure  update  is  flushed  /
immediately visible
182.



















































































































293. pred = Entry(window,width=25)
294. pred.pack()
295. pred.grid(column=2, row=14)
296.
297. window.mainloop()
F
G
